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3' X 8' Light box module (3X)

Detailed step how to assemble the 3' X 8' LIGHT BOX MODULE.
Repeat process on the other 2 LIGHT BOX MODULE. 





Side shelf supports Assembly

Connect the top and lower part of the support using the 
provided clip, Repeat for other 3 Side shelf supports.
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The middle light box shares side supports so the bolts through from one light box to the other in the center. The person 
setting it up would start on one side, assemble two side supports and then connecting metal pieces and rectagular frame, put 
the light box in place, bolt and wing nut it on  one side, and then put the bolts in place but apply the wing nut loosely just to 
hold it in place.

Attach the next side support with the black metal bars and rectangular front frame and then have one person support the first 
frame while the second removes the through bolts, slides the next light box frame into place, and re-insert the through bolts.
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Repeat process on attaching the Left light box 
module, side support with the black metal bars 
and rectangular front frame.
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Attach Shelf Support Bracket,
Shelves, Base storage top/shelf.

Finally attach the shelf support brackets, shelves, 
base storage top/shelf, and base storage front panel. 
To access storage panel, tilt the base shelf up or peel
front panel back.
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To access storage panel, tilt the base 
shelf up or peel front panel back.




